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Chinois à Montréal 1877-1951; compte rendu. Denise Holly. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (automne '89): p283-4

CHINOIS AU CANADA
Voir Chinese in Canada

Histoire
Voir Chinese in Canada - History

CLASSES, SOCIAL
See Social classes

CLEMENT, WALLACE
Struggle to organize: resistance in Canada's fishery; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p297-300

CLOSING OF FACTORIES. SEE PLANT SHUTDOWNs

CLOTHING INDUSTRY

United States

COAL MINERS
Country of coal; review article. David Frank. [bibliog. Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p233-42

History
Nova Scotia

COAL MINES AND MINING
See also
Coal miners

History
Spain
Road to revolution in Spain: the coal miners of Asturias 1860-1934; book review. Adrian Shubert. Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p376-8

Vancouver Island, British Columbia
Three dollar dreams; book review. Lynne Bowen. Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p275-6

COATES, KEN
-- and Topham, Tony
Trade unions and politics; book review.

Labor / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p297

COBURN, DONALD, Jt editor
Workers, capital, and the state of British Columbia: selected papers; book review. Rennie Warburton and Donald Coburn, eds. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p267-9

COLD WAR
Pêche à la moune à l'île Royale, 1713-1758; compte rendu. B.A. Balcom. Labour / Le Travail no 21 (printemps '88): p258-61

COHEN, MARJORIE GRIFFIN

COMMUNAL SETTLEMENTS
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

COLOMBIA
See also
Agricultural policy - Colombia
Peasantry - Colombia
Rural conditions


COLORADO
See also
Labour unions - History - Colorado

COMMUNALISM
See also
Collective settlement

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA

COMMUNIST Settlers.
Marxism
Socialism

History
Communist resistance in Nazi Germany; book review. Allan Menken. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p354-7

Labour's Cold War: the story of a union that was not purged [International Brotherhood of Pulp-Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers' Union]. Gary Marcuse. [bibliog. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p199-210


COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA

Militants socialistes du Québec, d'une époque à l'autre; compte rendu. Henri Gagnon. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (automne '89): p286-8

CONLEY, JAMES R.
Frontier labourers, crafts in crisis and the western
DOCTORS. See Physicians
DOCUMENTS. See Archives
DOLECKI, Joe, Jr with
Retirement of labour history in the United States: a review of two recent films on the class war in the West Virginia coal fields [Even the Heavens Weep; Mattewan]. Errol Black and Joe Dolecki. tab bibog. 

DOMESTIC employees. See Household employees
DOMINION provincial relations. See Federal provincial relations
DONÉGANE, Rosemary
Images of industrial life and organizing [art works selected from the exhibition, Industrial[sic] Images/Images industrielles]. Ul. 

DORÉ, Ronald

DORÉ / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p385-7

DROIT social. See Social legislation
DROIT, Wilfrid

DUFAK, Michael

EASTMAN, Byron

EAST-WEST relations

EASTMAN, Byron

ECONOMIC policy

ECONOMIC history

ECONOMIC conditions

ECONOMICS

ECONOMIST, Human. See Human economy

EDUCATION and state

EDUCATION of women

EDWARDS, P.K.

EDWARDS, P.K. and Scullion, Hugh
Social organization of industrial conflict: control and resistance in the workplace; compte rendu. 

EDWARDS, Robert

EGLETON, Bruce S.

ENGLAND

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan

ENGLAND, Susan
EUROPE, Western (cont’d.)
Germany (Federal Republic)
Great Britain
Industrial relations - Europe, Western
Ireland
Italy
Labour unions - Europe, Western
Spain
EUROPEAN War, 1914-1918. See World War, 1914-1918
EVALUATION of literature. See Literature - History and criticism
EWEN, Elsbeth
Immigrant women in the land of dollars; compte rendu.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p330-1
Compte rendu en français

F

FALCON, Ricardo, Jr auth.
Argentina: from anarchism to Peronism; book review. Ronald Munk and others.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p326-7

FAMILY
See also
Birth control
Children
Patriarchy
Women
Great Britain
Protestarianization and family history; book review. David Levine, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p300-3

FAMINES
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p379-81

FARM labour
See also
Peasantry

History
England
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p341-2

FARM women. See Women in agriculture

FARMERS
See also
Peasantry

Political activities
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p91-118.
French summary: p406

FARMERS’ unions
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p91-118.
French summary: p406

FARMING. See Agriculture

FASHION industry. See Clothing industry

FAST food restaurants. See Restaurants - Chain and franchise operations

FEDERAL provincial relations
Tug of war: Otawa and the provinces under Trudeau and Mulroney; book review. David Milne.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p271

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY. See Germany (Federal Republic)

FEMLÈS. See Women

FEMINISM
Feminism and political economy: women’s work, women’s struggles; book review. Heather Jon
Maroney and Meg Luxton, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p324-6
Feminism; some recent Canadian contributions (The Politics of Diversity; Sex, Power and Pluralism);
review article. Deborah Gom. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p267-72
Feminist organizing for change: the contemporary women’s movement in Canada; book review.
Nancy Adamson and others.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p326-8
What is feminism?; review article. Eli Zaresky. biblog.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p259-66
Women’s liberation and the dialectics of revolution: reaching for the future; book review. Raya
Danaelevskaya.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p310-11
See also
Women - Social conditions

FEMMES
Voir Women

Travail
Voir Women - Employment
Quebec (Province)
Voir Women - Employment - Quebec (Province)

FERLAND, Jacques
Business history and the buried treasures of the theory of value; review article. Labour / Le
Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p235-45
‘In search of the unbound Prometheus’: a comparative view of women’s activism in two
Quebec industries, 1869-1908; with French summary. il tab biblog. Labour / Le Travail no 24
(fall ’89): p11-44.
French summary: p359-60

FERTILITY control. See Birth control

FETICIDE. See Abortion

FICTION, American
Knights in fiction: two labor novels of the 1880s; book review. Mary C. Grimes, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p309-312

FIGEAT, Madeleine, Jr auth.
Histoire de la formation des ouvriers, 1789-1984; book review. Bernard Chartot and Madeleine
Figeac.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p344-7
Review in English

FILMS (Movies). See Movies

FINE arts. See Art

FINKEL, Alvin
Cold War, Alberta labour, and the Social Credit regime. biblog. Labour / Le Travail no 21
French summary: p343-4

FINNS in Canada
William Eklund.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p280-2
review. Jim Tester, and others, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p289-91

FIRE fighters
District of Columbia
District of Columbia fire fighters’ project; book review. Robert McCzl.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p322-3

FIREMEN. See Fire fighters

FIRST World War. See World War, 1914-1918

FISHE industry
History
Pêcheurs et marchands de la Baie de Gaspé au XVIIe...
FISH industry (cont'd.)
siècle: le rapport de production entre la
cougarie William Hyman and Sons et ses
pêcheurs-clients; compte rendu. Roch Samson.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (printemps '88):
p258-61

FISHERMEN
Unions
Struggle to organize: resistance in Canada's fishery;
book review. Wallace Clement.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p297-300

FISHING industry. See Fish industry

FLETCHER, Roger, editor
Bernstein to Brandt: a short history of German
social democracy; book review. Roger Fletcher,
ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p321-2

FOETICIDE. See Abortion

FOLEY, Duncan
Understanding capital; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p368-70

FONER, Philip S.
Abortion

FOOD service employees
Unions
Interchangeable worker and fighting back:
identifying some strategic issues [fast food
restaurants and unions]. Ester Reiter.
French summary: p344

FOREIGN opinion of Canada. See Canada -
Foreign opinion

FOREIGN population. See Immigration and
emigration

FORESTELL, Nancy M.
Times were hard: the pattern of women's paid
labour in St. John's between the two World
Wars; with French summary, tab bibliography.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p147-166

FORMOSA. See Taiwan

FRANCE
See also
Labour unions - History - France
Socialism - France
Vocational education - History - France
Politics and government

June '36: class struggle and the Popular Front in
France; book review. Jacques Danos and Marcel
Gibelin.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p347-9

FRANCIS, Arthur
New technology at work; compete rendu.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p315-17
Compère rendu en français

FRANK, David
Country of coal; review article. bibliography.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p233-42
-- editor.
George MacEachern, an autobiography: the story of
a Cape Breton labour radical; book review.
George MacEachern. David Frank and Don
Macgillivray, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p288-9

FRANK, David, and others, compiler
New Brunswick worker in the 20th century: a
reader's guide/les travailleurs au
Nouveau-Brunswick au 20ème siècle: un guide
au lecteur; book review. David Frank, and others,
comp.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p286-7

FRANZOL, Barbara
At the very least she pays the rent: women and
German industrialization; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p350-2

FRASER, W. Hamish
Conflict and class: Scottish workers 1700-1838;
book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p365-6

FREDERICKSON, Mary, Jt editor
Sisterhood and solidarity: workers' education for
Kornbluh and Mary Frederickson, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p309-10

FREE speech
Solidarity on occasion: the Vancouver free speech
fights of 1909 and 1912; with French summary.
Mark Leier, tab bibliography.
French summary: p404-5

FREE time (Leisure). See Leisure

FREEDOM of speech. See Free speech

G

GAFFIELD, Chad
Character and circumstance of Canada's
industrialization [Bush Workers and Bosses;
Working in Steel]; review article. bibliography.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p219-30

GAGALA, Ken
Union organizing and staying organized; book
review.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p313-15

GAGNON, Henri
Militants socialistes du Québec, d'une époque à
l'autre; compte rendu.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (autumne '89): p286-8

GALITELLI, Bernardo, Jt auth
Argentina: from anarchism to Peronism; book
review. Ronaldo Munck and others.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p326-7

GANNAGE, Beverley
Double day, double bind: women in the garment
industry; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p273-4

GANONG Brothers Ltd
Separate spheres: the organization of work in a
confectionery factory: Ganong Bros., St.
Stephen, New Brunswick; with French summary.
Margaret E. McCallum. tab graph bibliography.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p99-100.
French summary: p361-2

GARMENT Industry. See Clothing industry

GATES, Hill
Chinese working-class lives: getting by in Taiwan;
book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p387-8

GEARY, Roger
Policing industrial disputes: 1893-1985; book
review.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p293-4

GEORGAKAS, Dan, Jt auth
Solidarity forever: an oral history of the IWW;
worker's holiday, resistance in Canada's fishery,
organizing and flaying organized; book
review. Roger Fletcher, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p309-10

GERMANY
See also
Office workers - History - Germany
Socialism - Germany
Women - Employment - Germany
Social history
Social life, local politics, and Nazism: Marburg,
INDEX 343

GERMANY (cont’d.)
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p352-4

GERMANY, West. See Germany (Federal Republic)

GERMANY (Federal Republic)
See also
Labour unions - History - Germany (Federal Republic)

GIBELIN, Marcel, Jr auth
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p347-9

GILBERT, Alan
—and Ward, Peter M.
Housing, the state and the poor: policy and practice in three Latin American cities; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p362-4

GILLESPIE, Bill
Class act: an illustrated history of the labour movement in Newfoundland and Labrador; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p274-7

GILSON, C.H.J., editor
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ‘88): p266-7

GLABERMAN, Martin
Hungarian Revolution of 1956 [In the Name of the Working Class; 1956 Counter-Revolution in Hungary]; review article. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ‘89): p239-43

GOLD, Charlotte
Labour-management committees: confrontation, cooperation, or cooperation?; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p373-6

GOLDFIELD, Michael
Decline of organized labor in the United States; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ‘89): p292-3

GOLDMAN, Emma
about
Emma Goldman in America; compte rendu. Alice Wexler.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p323-5

GOMPERS, Samuel
about
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p305-6

GONICK, Cy
Comment [on Relations between Unions and Universities in Research and Teaching: Union Expectations by Gilbert Levine]. Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ‘88): p197-8
Great economic debate: failed economies and a future for Canada; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p297-8
Relations between unions and universities in research and teaching: union expectations; with comment by Cy Gonick. Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ‘88): p191-5, 197-8

GORDON, Andrew
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ‘88): p326-8

GORHAM, Deborah
Feminism: some recent Canadian contributions [The Politics of Diversity; Sex, Power and Pleasure ]; review article. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p267-72

GOVERNMENT administration. See Administration, Public

GOVERNMENT and business. See Industry and state

GOVERNMENT Information

GOW, James Iain
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (printemps ‘89): p302-4

GRAIN elevators
Automation
French summary: p395

GRANDE Dépression, 1929-1939. See Business depression

GRAYSON, J. Paul
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ‘89): p313-15

GREAT BRITAIN
See also
Automobile industry - Great Britain
England
Family - Great Britain
Labour - Great Britain
Labour - History - Great Britain
Labour disputes - Great Britain
Labour unions - History - Great Britain
Medical care - Great Britain
Scotland
Unemployment - History - Great Britain
Women - Employment - Great Britain
Women - History - Great Britain
World War, 1914-1918 - Great Britain

Colonies and protectorates
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ‘89): p274-6

GREEN, David
Working-class patients and the medical establishment: self-help in Britain from the mid-nineteenth century to 1948; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ‘88): p294-7

GRENIER, Guillermo J.
Inhuman relations: quality circles and anti-unionism in American industry; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ‘89): p330-2

GRIERSON, Al
Coon hunting on the afternoon shift; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p216
It’s all our fault; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p212-14
Lunchroom at the millwork plant; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p217
Michelle; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p217
Show business; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p214-15
Slapstick; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p212
Sticker crew; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ‘88): p216
You are what you eat; poem. Labour / Le Travail
H

HAGELUND, W.A.
Whalers no more: a history of whaling on the west coast; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p288-9

HAK, Gordon
British Columbia loggers and the Lumber Workers Industrial Union, 1919-1922; with French summary, tab biblog. Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p349-50

HANNANT, Larry
Using the Privacy Act as a research tool. book review. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p372-3

HANLEY, David

HARRIS, R. Cole, editor
Historical atlas of Canada v1: from the beginning to 1800; book review. R. Cole Harris and Geoffrey J. Matthews, eds. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p273-4

HATFIELD FAMILY
about

HEALTH care. See Medical care
HEALTH Insurance. See Insurance, Health
HEALTH of workers. See Occupational health and safety

HEILY, Denise
Chinois à Montréal 1877-1951; compte rendu. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (automne '89): p283-4

HERON, Craig
Communists, gangsters, and Canadian sailors [Against the Tides: Everything that Floats]; review article. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p231-7

HISTORICAL records - Preservation. See Archives

HISTORY
See also
Agriculture - History
Arts and crafts - History
Bank employees - History
Biography

Blacks - History
Building industry - History
Capitalism - History
Chicago - Illinois - History
Chinese in Canada - History
Coal miners - History
Coal mines and mining - History
Communism - History
Cottage industries - History
Economic history
Education and state - History
England - History
Farm labour - History
Fish industry - History
Household employees - History
Housing - History
Hungary - History
Immigration and emigration - History
Industrial relations - History
Insurance, Health - History
Ireland - History
Labour - History
Labour disputes - History
Labour laws and legislation - History
Labour unions - History
Lumbering - History
Merchant marine - History
Miners - History
Office workers - History
Ontario - History
Peasantry - History
Poor - History
Shipping - History
Social History
Steel industry - History
Stikes - History
Telephone companies - Employees - History
Unemployment - History
Venereal diseases - History
Vocational education - History
Women - Employment - History
Women - History
Women - Occupations - History
Women in religion, folklore etc - History

HISTORY, Oral. See Oral history

HISTORY, Social. See Social history

HOBES. See Tramps

HOLIDAYS
Compte rendu en français

HOLLANDS, Robert, JI editor
Leisure, sport and working class cultures: theory and history; book review. Hart Cantelon and Robert Hollands, eds. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p342-3

HOME Industries. See Cottage industries

HOME labour
See also
Cottage industries

Crossroads of class and gender: industrial homework, subcontracting, and household dynamics in Mexico City; book review. Lourdes Benites and Martha Roldan. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p324-6

HORN, Michiel, editor
INDEX 345

HOUSING

History
Housing in postwar Canada: demographic change, household formation and housing demand; book review. John R. Miron.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p279-80

Little Americas
Housing, the state and the poor: policy and practice in three Latin American cities; book review. Alan Gilbert and Peter M. Ward.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p362-4

HUNGER

History
Hungarian Revolution of 1956 (In the Name of the Working Class; 1956 Coupé-Revolution in Hungary); review article. Martin Glaberman.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p239-43

HUNTER, Virginia

Origins of patriarchy: gender and class in the ancient world [Creation of Patriarchy, Women's Work, Men's Property]; review article. bibilog.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p239-46

HURL, Lorna F.


IMMIGRANTS, Women

See also
Women immigrants

IMMIGRANTS

IMMIGRATION and emigration
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p272-5

See also
Women immigrants

History
Solidarity or survival: American labor and European immigrants, 1830-1924; book review. A.T. Lane.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p299-300

United States
Old labor and new immigrants in American political development: union, party and state, 1875-1920; book review. Gwendolyn Mink.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p337-8

Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p316-19

INDUSTRIAL disputes. See Labour disputes

INDUSTRIAL medical service. See Medical care, Industrial

INDUSTRIAL relations
Empty promises: quality of working life programs and the labor movement; book review. Donald M. Wells.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p304-6

See also
Collective bargaining
Employees' representation in management
Labour disputes
Labour laws and legislation
Labour unions

History

South Africa
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p327-8

Europe, Western
Economic crisis, trade unions and the state; book review. Otto Jacobi, and others, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p388-90

Japan
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p326-8

United States
Inhuman relations; quality circles and anti-unionism in American industry; book review. Guillaume J. Grenier.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p330-2

INDUSTRIAL Workers of the World
Solidarity forever: an oral history of the IWW; compte rendu. Stewart Bird et autres.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (printemps '88): p282-3 Compte rendu en français

INDUSTRY

See also
Automobile industry
Clothing industry
Cottage industries
Textile industry
Subhead industries and resources under names of countries, provinces, etc, e.g. Atlantic Provinces - Industries and resources

History
Business history and the buried treasures of the theory of value; review article. Jacques Fedland.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p235-45

INDUSTRY and state

See also
Agricultural policy
Labour laws and legislation
Socialism

United States
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p334-5

INDUSTRY in art. See Art - Themes

INFORMATION, Government

See Government information

INSURANCE, Health

See also
Medical care

History
INSURANCE, Health (cont'd.)

Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p295-7

INSURANCE, Medical. See Insurance, Health

INSURANCE, Unemployment
State, class, and bureaucracy: Canadian unemployment insurance and public policy; book review. Leslie A. Pal.

Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p277-9

INTELECTUALS and intellectual life
See also
Subhead Intellectual life under names of countries, provinces, etc., e.g. New York (City) - Intellectual life

INVESTORS. See Capitalists and financiers

IRELAND
History

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p366-7

IRISH in Canada

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p272-5
See also
Immigration and emigration

IRON workers
Quebec (Province)

ISRAEL
See also
Labour supply - Israel

ISSERMANN, Maurice
If I had a hammer: the death of the old left and the birth of the new left; book review.

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p348-50

ITALY
See also
Labour - History - Italy

J

JACOBI, Otto, and others, editor

JANIEWSKI, Dolorés E.
Sisterhood denied: race, gender, and class in a New South community; book review.

Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p278-9

JAPAN
See also
Industrial relations - Japan
Nagasaki, Japan

Economic policy

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p385-7

JEAN, Dominique

JEWS
United States

Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p277-8


Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p276-7

JOB discrimination. See Discrimination in employment

JOHN, Angela, editor

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p356-8

JOHNSTON, Charles M.
E.C. Druy: agrarian idealist; book review.

Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p284-3

JONES, Nicholas
Strikes and the media: communication and conflict; book review.

Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p342-4

JOURNALISM, Labour
Strikes and the media: communication and conflict; book review. Nicholas Jones.

Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p342-4

JOURNALISM, Labour union. See Journalism, Labour

JOURS des fériés. Voir Holidays

JOYCE, Patrick, editor
Historical meanings of work; book review. Patrick Joyce, ed.

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p328-30

K

KAPLAN, William

KATZ, Harry C.
Shifting gears: changing labor relations in the U.S. automobile industry; book review.

Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p320-2

KATZNELSON, Ira, editor

KAUFMAN, Stuart, and others, editor

KAZIN, Michael
Barons of labor: the San Francisco building trades and union power in the progressive period; book review.

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p341-3
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Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p373-6

New technology at work; compte rendu. Arthur Francis.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p315-17

Compte rendu en français
Soft sell: "Quality of working life" programs and the productivity race; book review. Don Wells.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p298-302

QUEBEC (Province)
See also Administration, Public - Quebec (Province)
Child labour - Quebec (Province)
Iron workers - Quebec (Province)
Labour - History - Quebec (Province)
Labour unions - History - Quebec (Province)
Labour unions - Membership - Quebec (Province)
Montreal, Quebec
Poverty - Quebec (Province)
Socialists - Quebec (Province)
Student movements - Quebec (Province)
Women - Employment - History - Quebec (Province)
Women - Employment - Quebec (Province)

Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p261-3

Review in English

R
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ROCKWAY, Robert A.
Labour / La Travaux no 21 (spring '88): p276-7

ROLDAN, Martha,jt auth
Community of class and gender: industrial homework, subcontracting, and household dynamics in Mexico City; book review.
Lourdes Benitez and Martha Roldan.
Labour / La Travaux no 24 (fall '89): p324-6

ROLLINS, Judith
Between women: domesticities and their employers; book review.
Labour / La Travaux no 21 (spring '88): p311-13

ROMER, Patricia
E. Sylvia Pankhurst: portrait of a radical; book review.
Labour / La Travaux no 24 (fall '89): p314-15

ROSE, Ellen Israel
Bitter choices: blue-collar women in and out of work; book review.
Labour / La Travaux no 23 (spring '89): p350-2

ROSNER, David, editor
Dying for work: workers' safety and health in twentieth-century America; book review.
David Rosner and Gerald Markovitz. eds.
Labour / La Travaux no 24 (fall '89): p307-10

ROSS, Steven J.
Social organization of industrial conflict: control and resistance in the workplace; compt rendu.
P.K. Edwards et Hugh Scullion.
Labour / La Travaux no 24 (automne '89): p332-3

ROUX, Robert A.
Pècheurs et marchands de la Baie de Gaspe au XIXe siècle: le rapport de production entre la compagnie William Hymen et Sore et ses clients-clients; compt rendu.
Labour / La Travaux no 21 (printemps '88): p258-61

SCHOOLS
See also
Vocational education
British Columbia

"Knowledge is essential for universal progress but fatal to class privilege": working people and the schools in Vancouver during the 1920s; with French summary.
Jean Barman. tab bibliog.
Labour / La Travaux no 22 (fall '88): p9-66.
French summary: p391

SCIENCE, Social. See Social sciences

SCOTLAND
See also
Labour - History - Scotland

SCOTT, F.R.
New endeavour: selected political essays, letters and addresses; book review.
Michael Horn. ed.
Labour / La Travaux no 21 (spring '88): p265-6

SEAMEN
Between the devil and the deep blue sea: merchant seamen, pirates, and the Anglo-American maritime world, 1700-1750; book review.
Marcus Rediker.
Labour / La Travaux no 23 (spring '89): p330-2

Maritime labour and crew list analysis: problems, prospects, and methodologies; with French summary.
Malcolm Cooper. bibliog.
Labour / La Travaux no 23 (spring '89): p179-94.
French summary: p409

See also
Merchant marine

SEMANYA, Moabo
-- and Lewin-Epstein, Noah
Hewers of wood and drawers of water: noncitizen Arabs in the Israeli labor market; book review.
Labour / La Travaux no 23 (spring '89): p384-5

SERVANTS: See Household employees

SEX behaviour
See Sexual behaviour

SEXUAL behaviour
Regulation of desire: sexuality in Canada; book review.
Gary Kurzman.
Labour / La Travaux no 23 (spring '89): p319-21

See also
Masculinity (Psychology)

SHAFFER, Deborah jt auth
Solidarity forever: an oral history of the IWW; compt rendu.
Student, Stewart Bird et autres.
Labour / La Travaux no 21 (printemps '88): p282-3 Compte rendu en français
SHIPPING
See also
Merchant marine

History
Communists, gangsters, and Canadian sailors [Against the Tide: Everything that Floats]; review article. Craig Heron. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p257-7


SHORE, Laurence
Southern capitalists: the ideological leadership of an elite, 1832-1885; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p335-7

SHORE, Marlene
Science of social redemption: McGill, the Chicago school, and the origins of social research in Canada; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p276-7

SHUBERT, Adrian
Road to revolution in Spain: the coal miners of Asturias 1860-1934; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p376-8

SHUT'SOWN of factorises. See Plant shutdowns

SICKNESS Insurance. See Insurance, Health

SIDER, Gerald M.
Culture and class in anthropology and history: a Newfoundland illustration; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p257-8

SIEGELBAUM, Lewis H.
Siakhmanovism and the politics of productivity in the USSR, 1931-1941; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p381-4

SIRAWI, Carmen, editor
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p338-40

SNEL, K.D.M.
Anxiety of the labour poor: social change and agrarian England, 1660-1900; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p353-5

SOCIAL action
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p321-3
See also
Social legislation

SOCIAL change
Belgium
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p370-1

United States
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p310-12

SOCIAL classes
Newfoundland
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p257-8

United States
Solidarity and fragmentation: working people and class consciousness in Detroit, 1875-1900; book review. Richard Jules Ostig tidal.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p307-9

SOCIAL democracy. See Socialism
SOCIAL history
See also

Children - Social history
Germany - Social history
New York (City) - Social history
Newfoundland - Social history
Social movements
Social reformers
Vancouver, British Columbia - Social history
Women - Social history

SOCIAL legislation

SOCIAL movements
Revolutionary rehearsals; book review. Colin Barker, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p390-2

SOCIAL reformers
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p306

SOCIAL sciences
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p276-7
See also
Economics
Germany
Human ecology

SOCIALISM
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p309-11

Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p265-6
See also
Communism
Marxism
National socialism

SOCIALIST
Alberta
Socialism and democracy in Alberta: essays in honour of Grant Notley; book review. Larry Pratt, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p311-13

France
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p349-50

Bernstein and Brandt: a short history of German social democracy; book review. Roger Fletcher, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p321-2

SOCIALISTES
Voir Socialists
Québec (Province)

Voir Socialists - Québec (Province)

SOCIALISTS
Lost life: three studies in socialism and nationalism; book review. David Howell.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p358-60

Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring '89): p288-90

Québec (Province)
Militants socialisiers du Québec, d'une époque à l'autre; compte rendu. Henri Gagnon.
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TAIWAN

See also
Labour - Taiwan

TAYLOR, Jeffery M.

TEACHERS
See also
Collective bargaining - Teachers
Collective bargaining
See Collective bargaining - Teachers

TECHNOLOGICAL change
New technology at work; compte rendu. Arthur Francis. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p315-17


TECHNOLOGICAL innovations. See Technological change

TECHNOLOGY and labour


TEICH, Mikulak, Jt editor
Revolution in history; book review. Roy Porter and Mikulás Teich, eds. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p328-30

TELEPHONE companies
Employees

TELEPHONE workers. See Telephone companies - Employees

TENANT unions. See Landlord and tenant

TESTER, Jim, and others, editor

TEXTILE industry
See also
Clothing industry

Chile
Weavers of revolution: the Yarur workers and Chile's road to socialism; book review. Peter Winn. Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall '88): p364-6

THEATRE
See also
Movies
Street theatre

Political aspects

THIRSK, Joan, editor

TISA, John
Recalling the good fight: an autobiography of the Spanish Civil War; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p305-6

TOPHAM, Tony, Jt auth

TRADE unions. See Labour unions

TRAMPS

TRAVAIL, Marché du. Voir Labour supply

TRAVAIL et travailleurs
Voir Labour

Conflicts
Voir Labour disputes

TRAVALLEURS de l'industrie du fer
Voir Iron workers

Québec (Province)
Voir Iron workers - Quebec (Province)

TUCKER, Eric

TURNER, Michael B.
Abandoned cannery; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p229

Company town; poem. Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring '88): p227-9

TURRELL, Robert Vicat
Capital and labour on the Kimberley diamond fields 1871-1890; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall '89): p327-8

UNEMPLOYMENT
See also
Labour supply
Plant shutdowns

History

Great Britain

United States

UNEMPLOYMENT insurance. See Insurance, Unemployment

UNION Carbide Corp

U
WALDINGER, Roger D. (cont’d.)
enterprise in New York’s garment trades; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p316-19

WALKOUTS. See Strikes

WALLER, Altona L.
Feud: Hatfields, McCoys and social change in Appalachia, 1860-1900; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p310-12

WARBURTON, Rennie
-- It’s them
Feminism, class consciousness and household-work linkages among registered nurses in Victoria; with French summary. William K. Caroll and Rennie Warburton. tab bibliog. Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p362-3

-- editor
Workers, capital, and the state of British Columbia: selected papers; book review. Rennie Warburton and Donald Coburn, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p267-9

WARD, Peter M., Jr. It’s them
Housing, the state and the poor: policy and practice in three Latin American cities; book review. Alan Gilbert and Peter M. Ward.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p362-4

WARM, Barbara, Jr. It’s them
Women in the Canadian context: continuity despite change; book review. Katherine L.P. Lundy and Barbara Warmer, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p302-3

WATER transportation. See Shipping

WEILER, Peter
British Labour and the Cold War; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p317-18

WEINDLING, Paul, editor
Social history of occupational health; book review. Paul Weindling, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p294-7

WEISSER, Michael R.
Brotherhood of memory: Jewish Landemanshaft in the New World; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p277-8

WELL, Don
Soft sell: “Quality of working life” programs and the productivity race; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p298-302

WELL, Synora M.
Empty promises: quality of working life programs and the labor movement; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p304-6

WEST GERMANY. See Germany (Federal Republic)

WEST-EAST relations. See East-West relations

WESTERN Europe. See Europe, Western

WEXLER, Alice
Emma Goldman in America; compte rendu.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p323-5
Compte rendu en français

WHALING
Whalers no more: a history of whaling on the west coast; book review. W.A. Hageland.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p288-9

WHEATLEY, John
Lost life: three studies in socialism and nationalism; book review. David Howell.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p358-60

WHITE, Jerry
Worst street in North London: Campbell Bunk, Islington, between the wars; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p362-3

WHITE collar workers. See Office workers

WILLARD, Frances
about
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p321-3

WINN, Peter
Weavers of revolution: the Yarur workers and Chile’s road to socialism; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p364-6

WINTER, J.M.
Great War and the British people; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p292-3

WOBBLIES. See Industrial Workers of the World

WOMAN. See Women

WOMEN
See also
Education of women
Feminism

Biography
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p343-5

Economic conditions
Labour / Le Travail no 22 (fall ’88): p328-9

Mexico
Crossroads of class and gender: industrial homework, subcontracting, and household dynamics in Mexico City; book review. Lourdes Benenas and Martha Roldan.
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p324-6

Education
See Education of women

Employment
Double day, double bind: women in the garment industry; book review. Charlene Garneau.
Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p273-4

Feminism and political economy: women’s work, women’s struggles; book review. Heather Jan Maroney and Meg Lutjens, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p324-6

Labour pains: women’s work in crisis; compte rendu. Pat Armstrong.
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p321-3
Compte rendu en français

Labour / Le Travail no 21 (spring ’88): p306-8

See also
Discrimination in employment
Hume labour
Household employees
Labour supply

History
Labour / Le Travail no 24 (fall ’89): p272-3

Quebec (Province)

England
Labour / Le Travail no 23 (spring ’89): p356-8

Germany
At the very least she pays the rent: women and
WOMEN (cont’d.)


WOMEN authors


WOMEN immigrants


Review in English

Immigrant women in the land of dollars; compte rendu. Elizabeth Ewen. *Labour / Le Travail* no 22 (fall ’88): p 330-1

Compte rendu en français

See also

Immigration and emigration

WOMEN in agriculture


French summary: p 363

WOMEN in religion, folklore etc


See also

Labour

Quality of work life

Social aspects


WORK stoppages. See Strikes

WORKERS. See Labour

WORLD War, 1914-1918

Great Britain


WORLD War I. See World War, 1914-1918

WRIGHT, Glenn, J. see Sociology


WYNNCOLL, Peter

YARUR FAMILY

Weavers of revolution: the Yarur workers and Chile’s road to socialism; book review. Peter Winn.
*Labour / Le Travail* no 22 (fall ‘88): p364-6

ZARETSKY, EM

What is feminism?; review article, bibliog.
*Labour / Le Travail* no 22 (fall ’88): p259-66

ZAVELLA, Patricia

Women’s work and Chicano families: cannery workers of the Santa Clara Valley; book review.
*Labour / Le Travail* no 24 (fall ’89): p301-3

ZOLBERG, Aristide, Jt editor

*Labour / Le Travail* no 23 (fall ‘89): p247-53

ZAMOSC, Leon

*Labour / Le Travail* no 22 (fall ‘88): p360-2
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INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MARITIME HISTORY

The IJMII is a fully-referenced journal for researchers concerned with the economic and social history of the merchant marine, shipbuilding, fishing, ports, trade and maritime societies. The Journal is published bi-annually, in June and December.

COMING IN THE JUNE 1990 ISSUE:

- Essays by John C. Appleby, James R. Coull, Farley Grubb, Walter Munchmun, Jan Parmelee, Chelsey Sanger and Anthony Deckman, and Donald Willett

- A Roundtable review of Eric W. Sager’s, Scouring Labour: The Merchant Marine of Atlantic Canada, 1820-1914, including a response from the author.

- Research Notes by Basil Greenhill, J.Th. Lindblad and Latika Varadarajan

- The most comprehensive book reviews in the field.

Can you afford to miss this? To ensure that you receive the June issue, plus the December 1990 edition and two issues of the International Newsletter of Maritime History (in March and September), now is the time to subscribe. Two issues of the Journal plus two issues of the Newsletter are available for only US $15, including surface postage (air mail is available at US $16 per year in North America, Europe and the Middle East, $18 elsewhere). All subscriptions are available by the calendar year only. And if you missed the 1989 issues—Volume I, Nos. 1 and 2 of the Journal and Volume III, Nos. 1 and 2 of the Newsletter—you can still receive them at the bargain price of only US $5 as long as supplies last.

To subscribe, simply write to the International Journal of Maritime History, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’s, Nfld. A1C 5S7, CANADA, enclosing a cheque, banker’s draft or international money order in U.S. dollars made payable to the International Journal of Maritime History.